Introduction
============

Metastasis, one of the hallmarks of cancer, is the leading cause of mortality in patients with cancer ([@b1-ijo-54-04-1233]). The first step of metastasis is the invasion of cancer cells into the basement membrane and extracellular matrix (ECM) ([@b2-ijo-54-04-1233]). It has been widely accepted that during the invasion process, cancer cells require epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) for acquisition of mesenchymal phenotypes and in order to invade ([@b3-ijo-54-04-1233]). During EMT, tumor cells lose their intercellular adhesion and detach from the primary tumor mass. Subsequently, the cells invade into the ECM and further metastasize to distant organs as single cells ([@b4-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b5-ijo-54-04-1233]). However, increasing evidence has demonstrated that a number of human cancer cells retain intercellular adhesion and invade as cohesive multicellular groups, which is a phenomenon termed collective cell invasion or migration ([@b4-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b6-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b7-ijo-54-04-1233]).

The multicellular units of collective cell invasion are composed of heterogeneous populations of cancer cells that differ in gene expression signatures, as well as in their proliferative, invasive and metastatic abilities ([@b8-ijo-54-04-1233]). Leader cells are the group of cancer cells located in the invasive front of multicellular units, at the interface of the tumor and ECM, whereas follower cells are located in the rear and follow ([@b9-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b10-ijo-54-04-1233]). Notably, leader cells steer and maintain the migration of a cohesive cell group by exploring the tissue environment, generating traction force and finding or generating the path by ECM remodeling ([@b11-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b12-ijo-54-04-1233]). In order to investigate the roles of heterogeneous populations in collective invasion, an increasing number of molecules have been identified that define leader cells in different types of cancer. In breast cancer, leader cells are defined by basal epithelial genes, such as cytokeratin-14 and p63, whereas senescent tumor cells have been demonstrated to lead collective invasion in thyroid cancer ([@b13-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b14-ijo-54-04-1233]). Although the collective invasion of cancer cells has been extensively investigated, the contributions of different heterogeneous populations of cancer cells to this process remain unclear.

The degradation of basement membranes and connective tissues by matrix proteases provides the pathways for cancer cell invasion and metastasis ([@b15-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b16-ijo-54-04-1233]). Previous studies have demonstrated that collective cell invasion requires proteolysis-mediated ECM remodeling to degrade the physical barrier of the ECM and generate the path for invasion, and leader cells play critical roles in ECM remodeling ([@b15-ijo-54-04-1233]). Wolf *et al* ([@b17-ijo-54-04-1233]) reported that in the collective cell invasion of breast cancer, leader cells selectively realign fibers via matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-14 on the cell surface and generate tube-like microtracks, which are further enlarged into macrotracks to accommodate cell groups of collective movement. In addition, MMP inhibitors and the knockdown of MMP-14 have been demonstrated to inhibit collective cell invasion and induce collective-to-amoeboid transition ([@b17-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b18-ijo-54-04-1233]). Cathepsin B (CTSB) is also an important matrix protease that is involved in protein turnover in lysosomes ([@b19-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b20-ijo-54-04-1233]). The increased expression of CTSB has been reported in numerous types of cancer, including breast, brain and colorectal cancer, and is considered a marker of a poor prognosis ([@b21-ijo-54-04-1233]-[@b23-ijo-54-04-1233]). It has been demonstrated that the overexpression of CTSB in breast cancer cells is an indicator of higher ECM proteolysis and an enhanced collective cell invasion ([@b21-ijo-54-04-1233]). However, the contribution of CTSB to the collective cell invasion of salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma (SACC) and the underlying mechanisms remain unclear.

In the present study, the invasive pattern in human SACC samples was examined and the expression of EMT markers and CTSB in the invasive front of SACC was detected. Collective cell invasion was commonly observed, accompanied by partial EMT, and CTSB was overexpressed in the invasion front of SACC. Subsequently, a 3D spheroid invasion assay was established to recapitulate the collective cell invasion of SACC, and the role of CTSB in collective invasion was investigated. The data demonstrated that CTSB plays an important role in leader cells among migrating SACC cell groups.

Materials and methods
=====================

Histological analysis
---------------------

A total of 76 SACC specimens were obtained from the Department of Oral Pathology, West China Hospital of Stomatology, Sichuan University (Chengdu, China) between 2007 and 2008. The human tissue samples and clinical data were obtained with written informed consent, and the protocols were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee of the West China Medical Center, Sichuan University (Chengdu, China; approval no. WCHSIRB-D-2016-176). The collected SACC specimens were fixed with 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. The 4-*µ*m-thick sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for the examination of tumor invasion.

Cell culture and transfection
-----------------------------

SACC-83 cells were obtained from the State Key Laboratory of Oral Diseases of Sichuan University (Chengdu, China). The cells were cultured in DMEM high-glucose (HyClone; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Logan, UT, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), and maintained in an incubator at 37°C and 5% CO~2~. A negative control siRNA and two siRNAs against CTSB were purchased from Shanghai Genechem Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The cells were transfected with siRNA (20 pM) using Lipofectamine^®^ 2000 reagent (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The sequences of the primers were as follows: Duplex-1, GCCUCUAUGAAUCCCAUGUTTACAUGGGAUUCAUAG AGGCTT; duplex-2, GUCCCACCAUCAAAGAGAUTTAUCUCUUUGAUGGUGGGACTT; duplex-3, GUGGAAUCGAAUCAGAAGUTTACUUCUGAUUCGAUUCCA CTT; and control, UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTTACGUGACACGUUCGGAGAATT. The transfected cells were subjected to reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR), western blot analysis, immunofluorescence staining, migration and invasion assays, and 3D spheroid culture at 48 h following transfection. To label the SACC-83 cells, cDNA encoding mCherry or GFP (Shanghai Genechem Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) was cloned into the Ubi-MCS-SV40-Cherry-IRES-puro vector or Ubi-MCS-SV40-GFP-IRES-puro vector (Shanghai Genechem Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). The SACC-83 cells were infected with the virus and subsequently selected with puromycin.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
--------------------------

The 4-*µ*m-thick sections of SACC were deparaffinized and then rehydrated in a graded ethanol series to distilled water. The sections were autoclaved for antigen retrieval and blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide and goat serum albumin, followed by routine immunohistochemical staining procedures, as previously described ([@b24-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b25-ijo-54-04-1233]). The primary antibodies used were as follows: Rabbit anti-E-cadherin, 1:200 (cat. no. UM870076; OriGene Technologies, Inc., Shanghai, China); mouse anti-N-cadherin, 1:200 (cat. no. UM500023; OriGene Technologies, Inc.); rabbit anti-vimentin, 1:200 (cat. no. UM800054CF; OriGene Technologies, Inc.); and rabbit anti-CTSB, 1:50 (cat. no. ab230401; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA).

Within each tumor, the cancer cells that were closest to the connective tissue or other normal tissue (such as the salivary glands and nerves) were defined as the invasive tumor front and the other tumor areas were regarded as the central tumor areas ([@b26-ijo-54-04-1233]). The immunohistochemical staining was scored by two independent researchers (JSW and SSW), and the invasive front and central tumor areas were scored separately. The intensity of immunostaining was scored as follows: 0, no staining; 1, mild staining; 2, moderate staining; and 3, strong staining. The percentages of stained cells were recorded as follows: 0, negative; 1, 0-10% positive; 2, 10-50% positive; or 3, \>50% positive. The H score was then calculated by multiplying the two variables and the result was categorized as negative (0-4) or positive (\>4) expression.

RT-qPCR
-------

Total RNA was extracted using an RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China CA,) and reverse transcribed into cDNA using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The primer sequences used were as follows: CTSB forward, 5′-CACTGACTGGGGTGACAATG-3′ and reverse, 5′-GCCACCACTTCTGATTCGAT-3′; β-actin forward, 5′-GGCCTCCAA GGAGTAAGACC-3′ and reverse, 5′-AGGGGTCTACATGGCAACTG-3′; ROCK1 forward, 5′-CGAAGATGCCATGTTAAGTGC-3′ and reverse, 5′-ATC TTGTAGAAAGCGTTCGAG-3′; ROCK2 forward, 5′-CAA CTGTGAGGCTTGTATGAAG-3′ and reverse, 5′-TGCAAG GTGCTATAATCTCCTC-3′; RhoA forward, 5′-TATCGA GGTGGATGGAAAGC-3′ and reverse, 5′-TCTGGGGTCCA CTTTTCTG-3′; and MMP-9 forward, 5′-CAACTGTCCCTG CCCGAGA-3′ and reverse, 5′-CAAAGGCGTCGTCAATCA CC-3′. The PCR reactions were performed using SYBR-Green (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA) based on the following protocol: Preincubation at 94°C for 10 min, followed by 45 cycles of 15 sec at 95°C, 30 sec at 60°C, and 30 sec at 72°C. The sample values were normalized to the housekeeping gene, β-actin.

Western blot analysis
---------------------

The protein samples were harvested using a total protein lysates kit (cat no. KGP250; Nanjing KeyGen Biotech Co. Ltd., Nanjing, China). The protein concentrations were determined using the BCA Protein Assay kit (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. A total of 25 *µ*g protein from each sample was subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (gel, 10%; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Immobilon; EMD Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). Immunoprobing was performed by incubating the membrane with anti-GAPDH antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. 5174; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc., Danvers, MA, USA), anti-CTSB antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. ab230401, Abcam), anti-FAK antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. WL01696; Wanleibio Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) and anti-MMP-9 antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. 10375-2-AP; Proteintech Group, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) overnight at 4°C, followed by binding with a HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1:2,000; cat. no. 7074; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.) for 1 h at room temperature. The Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was used for detection.

Immunofluorescence staining
---------------------------

The cells cultured in 3D gel were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 20 min. After washing with PBS for 10 min, the cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 30 min. The cells were then blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS for 30 min. F-actin was stained with Rhodamine phalloidin (1:400; Invitrogen Molecular Probes/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) for 25 min in order to visualize the cell cytoskeleton. The cells were incubated with primary antibodies against E-cadherin (1:400; cat. no. 20874-1-AP; Proteintech Group, Inc.) and CTSB (1:50; cat. no. ab230401; Abcam) at 4°C overnight. After washing with PBS, the cells were incubated with TRITC goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:100; catalog no. ZF-0316; ZSGB-Bio, Inc., Beijing, China) for 1 h at room temperature, and the nuclei were stained DAPI. Fluorescence was observed using a confocal laser microscope (Olympus FluoView FV1000; Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan).

Migration and invasion assays
-----------------------------

The cells were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 1.5×10^5^ cell/ml. After 24 h, the cells were cultured in serum-free medium, and wounds were created by scraping each plate with a 200-*µ*l pipette tip. Images of identical regions of the scratch were captured at various time points using a phase contrast microscope (Olympus IX 71; Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Matrigel invasion assays were performed in Transwell chambers (8-*µ*m pore size; Costar; Corning Inc., NY, USA) coated with 100 *µ*l Matrigel. A total of 5-6×10^4^ cells were seeded in the upper compartment in 200 ml serum-free medium and the chambers were then placed in 24-well dishes containing 700 *µ*l DMEM with 10% FBS. After 24 or 48 h, the membranes were fixed with 4% formaldehyde and stained with 10% Giemsa staining solution for 30 min at room temperature. After removing the cells on the upper surface of the membrane, the cells on the lower membrane surface were counted under a microscope (Olympus IX 71; Olympus Corp.).

3D spheroid culture
-------------------

Multicellular spheroids were generated using the hanging drop technique or by plating the cells on 96-well ultra-low attachment plates (Corning, Inc., NY, USA) or soft agar-coated 96-well plates. For the hanging drop method, the cells were re-suspended in DMEM growth medium supplemented with 10% methylcellulose at a density of 5×10^4^ cells/ml, and incubated in 25 *µ*l droplets overnight as previously described ([@b27-ijo-54-04-1233]). For the latter method, 1% agar was used to coat 96-well plates. The cells were re-suspended in 200 *µ*l DMEM growth medium at a density of 5×10^4^ cells/ml and seeded in 96-well ultra-low attachment plates or soft agar-coated 96-well plates. The cells were cultured for 48-72 h to ensure multicellular aggregation. Following cell aggregation, the spheroids were incorporated into non-pepsinized rat tail collagen solution (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) prior to collagen polymerization. Subsequently, DMEM growth medium was added and the plates were incubated at 37°C for 24-48 h. The definition of leader cells was based on their positions in the cell cluster, with the leader and follower cells located at the front and the back of the cluster, respectively ([@b10-ijo-54-04-1233]). Therefore, protrusive cells at the front of the invasive strands were identified as leader cells. To determine whether CTSB was required for leader cell formation, mixed spheroid culture was performed by co-culturing the control untreated GFP-expressing cells with siCTSB-transfected mCherry-expressing cells, or by co-culturing control mCherry-expressing cells with siCTSB-transfected GFP-expressing cells. A confocal laser microscope (Olympus FluoView FV1000; Olympus Corp.) was used to observe the tumor organoids and assess the incidence of GFP- or mCherry-expressing cells leading collective invasion strands according to the following formula: 100× (number of GFP- or mCherry-expressing leader cells/total number of leader cells). In order to assess force-mediated ECM remodeling, 2.5×10^4^ cells were mixed with 1 ml collagen I and Matrigel mixture, and the gel mix was plated in a 96-well plate at a density of 100 *µ*l per well as described previously ([@b28-ijo-54-04-1233]). After 4 days, the plates were scanned, and the relative diameter of the well and the gel were measured using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). The extent of contraction was assessed using the following formula: 100× (well diameter -- gel diameter)/well diameter.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
----------------------------------

The samples were fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde for 15 min at room temperature, and after washing with PBS, the samples were dehydrated with serially increasing concentrations of ethanol at 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, 99 and 100% for 10 min each. The sample was critical point dried and sputter-coated with gold before examination under a FEI Quanta FEG 250 scanning electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Science software (version 22.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) and GraphPad Prism (version 5.03; GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). The numerical data are expressed as the means ± standard deviation. The data were analyzed with the Student's t-test (comparisons between 2 groups), or with one-way analysis of variance and Student-Newman-Keuls test (comparisons between \>2 groups). The association between CTSB expression and the clinicopathological characteristic of the patients with SACC was analyzed using the Chi-square test. Survival analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier method, and significant differences were compared using the log-rank test. A value of P\<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results
=======

SACC cells invade as multicellular units without a complete EMT signature
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the SACC invasive regions, the neoplastic epithelial cells invaded into the adjacent gland, nerve and vessel tissue and organized into multicellular units ([Fig. 1](#f1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). The IHC results revealed that the invasion front preserved E-cadherin expression, indicating that tumor cells of SACC invade as collective cell groups ([Fig. 2A](#f2-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). To further assess whether the EMT occurs in the invasion border of SACC, the expression of mesenchymal markers was investigated by IHC. Notably, the results demonstrated that N-cadherin and vimentin were expressed in the entire cancer area of SACC without a loss of expression in the invasive front ([Fig. 2A](#f2-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicated that invasive cancer cells of SACC lack a complete EMT signature.

CTSB is overexpressed at the invasion border and is associated with a poor prognosis of patients with SACC
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As CTSB promotes cancer invasion and metastasis, the expression of CTSB was investigated at the invasion border of 76 SACC samples. CTSB staining was present predominantly in the cytoplasm of the SACC cells. Notably, the cytoplasmic immunoreaction for CTSB protein was higher at the invasion border compared to the tumor center ([Fig. 2B](#f2-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). The clinicopathological and prognostic implications of the CTSB overexpression status at the invasion border of SACC were subsequently examined. The increased CTSB expression at the invasion border was closely associated with a poor pathological type, nerve invasion, advanced clinical tumor-node-metastasis stage, recurrence and metastasis of SACC ([Table I](#tI-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="table"}). Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis also demonstrated that the CTSB level was associated with the overall survival of patients with SACC and that the patients with a a low CBST expression level lived longer than those with a high CTSB level (P\<0.05; [Fig. 2C](#f2-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}).

CTSB is expressed in leader cells of SACC in 3D spheroid culture
----------------------------------------------------------------

To recapitulate the collective cell invasion of SACC in vitro, a 3D spheroid invasion assay was performed and the hanging drop technique, 96-well ultra-low attachment plates and soft agar-coated 96-well plates were used to generate multicellular spheroids. To investigate the spheroid formation efficiency of these three methods, the morphology of the spheroids was observed using transmitted light microscopy. After 48 h, the multicellular spheroids generated by the hanging drop technique were irregular and loosely aggregated ([Fig. 3A](#f3-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}, panels a1), while those produced by the 96-well ultra-low attachment plates and soft agar-coated 96-well plates were regular and densely compacted ([Fig. 3A](#f3-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}, panels a2). Therefore, the multicellular spheroids generated by the 96-well ultra-low attachment plates and soft agar-coated 96-well plates were embedded in type I collagen gels to perform a 3D spheroid invasion assay.

After 16-24 h, the tumor organoids progressively extended multicellular strands of cancer cells from the margin into the collagen I and the leader cells were observed at the front of invasive strands ([Fig. 3B](#f3-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). The close examination by light microscopy and SEM revealed that the leader cells exhibited an elongated phenotype and extended subcellular protrusions compared to the follower cells, which exhibited an epithelial cell morphology and few protrusions ([Fig. 3B and C](#f3-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the immunofluorescence staining demonstrated that the invasive cells retained E-cadherin expression, particularly the leader cells. Subsequently, we determined whether CTSB was overexpressed in the leader cells in the 3D spheroid invasion assay. Immunofluorescence staining revealed that the leader cells expressed CTSB in the cytoplasm, while the follower cells did not ([Fig. 3D](#f3-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that CTSB may be a marker of leader cells in SACC collective cell invasion.

CTSB is required for leader cell formation in SACC collective cell invasion
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the contribution of CTSB to SACC-83 cell invasion, three siRNA duplexes for CTSB were characterized. All of them efficiently knocked down their target, as determined by western blot analysis and RT-qPCR. Among the three siRNA duplexes, siRNA 3 exhibited the highest efficiency and was used to perform the subsequent experiments ([Fig. S1](#SD1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the wound healing and Transwell assays, siCTSB transfection effectively reduced the migratory and invasive ability of the SACC-83 cells compared to the control siRNA-transfected cells ([Fig. 4A and B](#f4-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether CTSB is required for leader cell formation, the SACC-83 cells were labeled with either GFP or mCherry and mixing experiments were performed by co-culturing the control GFP-expressing cells with siCTSB-transfected mCherry-expressing cells, or by co-culturing the control mCherry-expressing cells with siCTSB-transfected GFP-expressing cells ([Fig. 4C](#f4-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). The control GFP- and mCherry-expressing cells were observed at the leading tip of the invasive strands in 76.3 and 74.8% cases, respectively, while the mCherry- and GFP-expressing cells with siCTSB treatment were only observed at the front of the invasive strands in 23.7 and 25.2% cases, respectively ([Fig. 4D](#f4-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}).

Knockdown of CTSB inhibits ECM remodeling
-----------------------------------------

In the present study, the effects of CTSB depletion on protease- and force-mediated ECM remodeling were investigated. The SACC-83 cells transfected with siCTSB expressed lower levels of MMP-9 at the mRNA and protein level compared to those transfected with control siRNA ([Fig. 5A and B](#f5-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). Force-mediated ECM remodeling was assessed by microscopic analysis of the extent of matrix contraction. The results revealed that there was a significant reduction in ECM contraction in response to knockdown of CTSB ([Fig. 5C](#f5-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). Phalloidin staining and SEM were used to examine the effects of siCTSB transfection on cell cytoskeletal organization and cell morphology ([Fig. 5D and E](#f5-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}). The results of SEM analysis demonstrated that the SACC-83 cells transfected with siCTSB lost their elongated phenotype, but exhibited an epithelial cell morphology and a reduced number of subcellular protrusions. CTSB siRNA transfection disrupted the normal cytoskeletal organization of the SACC-83 cells. It is widely established that Rho-ROCK function and cytoskeletal organization play a key role in force-mediated ECM remodeling ([@b29-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b30-ijo-54-04-1233]). The depletion of CTSB inhibited the expression of focal adhesion kinase (FAK), an adaptor molecule involved in connecting integrins to filamentous actin in the cytoskeleton. Furthermore, RT-qPCR revealed that the expression levels of RhoA, ROCK1 and ROCK2 were significantly downregulated following transfection with siCTSB ([Fig. 5A](#f5-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

The collective invasion of multicellular groups that are comprised of leader cells and follower cells is critical for cancer metastasis. Collective cell invasion requires the guidance of leader cells; however, the molecular markers that define leader cells and the mechanisms through which leader cells promote collective cell invasion remain unknown. In the present study, CTSB was revealed to be overexpressed in the invasive front compared to the central area of SACC and this was associated with a poor prognosis of patients with the disease. The knockdown of CTSB impaired the formation of leader cells, disrupted cytoskeletal organization, altered cell morphology, and inhibited ECM remodeling through the downregulation of MMP-9, FAK and Rho/ROCK function. These findings demonstrate that CTSB may be a useful marker of leader cells in the collective invasion of SACC, and may be involved in the regulation of protease- and force-mediated ECM remodeling.

EMT is a key event in cancer invasion and is characterized by the acquisition of mesenchymal phenotypes and the loss of cell-to-cell adhesions. However, increasing evidence has demonstrated that collective cell invasion is another model of cancer invasion ([@b14-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b31-ijo-54-04-1233]). In the present study, neoplastic epithelial cells invaded into the adjacent tissue as multicellular units in the SACC samples and retained E-cadherin expression. Notably, the IHC results revealed that the cancer cells at the invasive front lacked a complete EMT signature. In the 3D spheroid invasion assay, the leader cells exhibited a more elongated phenotype, but retained E-cadherin expression, indicating a partial EMT phenotype. These results are consistent with those of some previous studies, in which leader cells also lacked a complete EMT signature and could not be identified by canonical mesenchymal markers ([@b8-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b32-ijo-54-04-1233]). It has been reported that EMT is rarely equally pronounced in the entire tumor tissue, and partial EMT is more frequent in cancer than complete EMT ([@b7-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b33-ijo-54-04-1233]). The cancer cells undergoing partial EMT acquire the expression of mesenchymal markers and maintain certain epithelial characteristics simultaneously ([@b6-ijo-54-04-1233]). On the other hand, previous studies have revealed that metastatic cancer cells with mesenchymal features must undergo the reverse transition, mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET), at the secondary site ([@b34-ijo-54-04-1233]-[@b36-ijo-54-04-1233]). MET has been demonstrated to increase the survival of these cells and recapitulate the pathology of the primary tumors in numerous types of cancer, including breast cancer, small cell lung cancer and ovarian cancer ([@b34-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b35-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b37-ijo-54-04-1233]). However, few studies have focused on the role of MET in SACC metastases and further studies are therefore required.

The invasive front of a tumor represents the tumor cell-host organ interface, in which tumor cells invade into the surrounding tissue by secreting proteases, such as MMPs and CTSB ([@b38-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b39-ijo-54-04-1233]). It has been reported that tumor budding or dedifferentiation at the invasion front can be a predictor of poor outcomes in colorectal cancers ([@b38-ijo-54-04-1233]). Previous studies have confirmed that CTSB is overexpressed in different types of cancer, including breast cancer ([@b21-ijo-54-04-1233]), non-small cell lung carcinoma ([@b40-ijo-54-04-1233]), colorectal cancer ([@b41-ijo-54-04-1233]) and oral squamous cell carcinoma ([@b42-ijo-54-04-1233]), and it indicates poor outcomes for patients. The association between an increased CTSB expression and the looseness of cancerous interstitial tissue also indicates the pivotal roles of CTSB in cancer invasion and metastasis ([@b21-ijo-54-04-1233]). CTSB levels are frequently elevated at the invasive edge of tumors and during tumor budding in colorectal cancer ([@b38-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b43-ijo-54-04-1233]). In the present study, the data demonstrated that CTSB was overexpressed in the cytoplasm of SACC cells at the invasive front compared to the tumor center and was associated with a poor prognosis of patients with SACC. Furthermore, CTSB overexpression was associated with perineural invasion (PNI) in SACC. PNI, a hallmark of SACC, is an independent indicator of tumor recurrence and a poor prognosis ([@b44-ijo-54-04-1233]-[@b46-ijo-54-04-1233]). The role of cathepsins in PNI of SACC was also demonstrated in our previous study, in which cathepsin D was overexpressed in the nerve invasion frontier and associated with a poor prognosis of patients with SACC ([@b47-ijo-54-04-1233]).

In collective cell invasion, the multicellular units are considered as phenotypically heterogeneous cancer cell populations and the leader cells are protrusive at the front of the invasive strands ([@b32-ijo-54-04-1233]). The present study demonstrated that leader cells of SACC were located in the invasion edge and exhibit a more elongated phenotype with subcellular protrusions compared to follower cells. Furthermore, in the 3D spheroid invasion assay, CTSB was overexpressed in the leader cells, which corresponds with the high expression of CTSB at the invasive front in SACC. Previous studies have revealed that cytokeratin-14, p63 and integrin β are overexpressed in leader cells of breast cancer ([@b14-ijo-54-04-1233], [@b48-ijo-54-04-1233]). These results suggest that leader cells are specialized cells that express particular markers, including CTSB, cytokeratin-14, p63 and integrin β, and CTSB may be a marker of leader cells in SACC. In addition, IHC and immunofluorescence staining in the present study revealed that CTSB was localized in the cytoplasm of leader cells. In previous studies, CTSB has been identified in perinuclear lysosomes, vesicles, mitochondria and the cell periphery ([@b20-ijo-54-04-1233]). CTSB in the lysosomes can facilitate autophagy, while in the nucleus it is involved in the nuclear scaffold and cell division ([@b49-ijo-54-04-1233]). However, the multifaceted roles of CTSB in leader cells of SACC have not yet been detected and therefore further studies are required.

CTSB has been shown to mediate the dissemination and invasion of cancer cells by degrading components of the ECM, and it plays an active role in EMT and tumor angiogenesis ([@b50-ijo-54-04-1233]-[@b53-ijo-54-04-1233]). Consistent with the findings of previous studies, the results of the present study demonstrated that the knockdown of CTSB inhibited the migratory and invasive abilities of SACC cells. The degradation of basement membranes and connective tissues by various proteases is considered as a prerequisite for the collective invasion of cancer cells. In addition, CTSB has been implicated in the initiation of the proteolytic cascade that involves uPA, plasminogen and plasmin, which indicates that CTSB can activate other ECM-degrading proteases ([@b54-ijo-54-04-1233]). MMPs are key proteases involved in proteolytically cleaving ECM components and reducing ECM barriers during cancer cell invasion ([@b55-ijo-54-04-1233]). The expression levels of MMP-9 are elevated in various types of cancer, including breast cancer, head and neck carcinoma and colon cancer, and they indicate a poor prognosis in these patients ([@b38-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b56-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b57-ijo-54-04-1233]). In a previous study, CTSB was revealed to destroy the inhibitors of MMPs and maintain a high level of MMPs, thereby promoting ECM degradation in human articular chondrocytes ([@b53-ijo-54-04-1233]). Consistent with this study, the present study demonstrated that CTSB knockdown inhibits mRNA and protein expression of MMP-9, indicating that apart from its direct proteolytic activity, CTSB may also serve an important role in MMP-9-mediated proteolysis. Another MMP member, MMP-14, has been identified as a key regulator in collective cell migration by sterically generating tube-like microtracks and enlarging microtracks into macrotracks for accommodation of cell groups ([@b17-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b58-ijo-54-04-1233]).

In addition to protease-mediated ECM remodeling, force-mediated ECM remodeling is another major mechanism of ECM remodeling ([@b15-ijo-54-04-1233]). Tumor cells generate contractile force to deform collagen fibers and move through dense ECM without proteolysis ([@b59-ijo-54-04-1233]). ROCK-dependent force-mediated ECM remodeling is specifically required for collective cell invasion ([@b58-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b59-ijo-54-04-1233]). The function of Rho-ROCK has been reported to regulate myosin activity, which is essential for the formation of cell protrusions and ECM remodeling ([@b17-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b29-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b30-ijo-54-04-1233]). Previous studies have revealed that RhoA and ROCKs play an important role in mediating collective cell invasion by controlling leader-follower cell hierarchy, multicellular contractility and mechanocoupling ([@b60-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b61-ijo-54-04-1233]). In the present study, CTSB knockdown inhibited the levels of Rho and ROCK, reduced the extension of subcellular protrusions and disrupted the normal cytoskeletal organization of SACC-83 cells, which indicates that CTSB is involved in ROCK-dependent force-mediated ECM remodeling. FAK is an intracellular protein tyrosine kinase and it functions as a key regulator of integrin-dependent matrix adhesions ([@b62-ijo-54-04-1233]). Previous studies have demonstrated that FAK expression is elevated in numerous types of cancer and is considered as an indicator of a poor prognosis for these patients ([@b63-ijo-54-04-1233],[@b64-ijo-54-04-1233]). Another study revealed that FAK may regulate collective cell invasion by modulating cell-cell adhesion through controlling E-cadherin internalization ([@b65-ijo-54-04-1233]). The present study indicated that the knockdown of CTSB in SACC-83 cells inhibited FAK expression. This result is in agreement with the findings of a previous study, in which the downregulation of CTSB induced cytoskeletal disorganization by downregulating the expression of FAK ([@b66-ijo-54-04-1233]). These findings suggest that FAK may be involved in CTSB-mediated ECM remodeling.

In conclusion, the findings of this study demonstrate that CTSB is overexpressed in the invasive front of SACC and is associated with a poor prognosis of patients with SACC. The knockdown of CTSB disrupts cytoskeletal organization, alters cell morphology, inhibits ECM remodeling and impairs the formation of leader cells. The present study provides evidence that CTSB may define leader cells in SACC and is required for collective cell invasion as a potential key regulator of ECM remodeling. However, further studies are required in order to elucidate the underlying mechanisms. In addition, further studies are warranted to explore the effects of CTSB-specific inhibitors on tumor-bearing mice which may shed light on SACC therapy by targeting CTSB.
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![Collective cell invasion is the main invasion mode of SACC. The 4-*µ*m-thick sections of SACC were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The tumor cells had invaded into the adjacent (A) gland, (B) nerve and (C) vessel tissue as tightly connected multicellular units. The top panels and the bottom panels were captured at ×100 magnification and ×400 magnification, respectively. SACC, salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma; T, tumor cells; G, adjacent gland; N, nerve; V, vessel tissue.](IJO-54-04-1233-g00){#f1-ijo-54-04-1233}

![Invasive cancer cells of SACC exhibit partial EMT phenotypes and are defined by the expression of CTSB. IHC was performed on the SACC sections to detect the expression of (A) E-cadherin, N-cadherin, vimentin and (B) CTSB in the central and invasive areas. The left panels are the invasive areas and right panels are the central cancer areas. The red dotted line in the center panels divides the two different areas. The immunohistochemical staining of CTSB was quantified and comparison of the scores for the central and invasive areas was performed. Data are presented as the means ± standard deviation. ^\*\*^P\<0.001. (C) Kaplan-Meier plot of the survival times of the SACC patients with low or high CTSB levels. Significant differences were analyzed using the log-rank test (P\<0.05). cad, cadherin; SACC, salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma; EMT, epithelial-mesenchymal transition; CTSB, cathepsin B; IHC, immunohistochemistry.](IJO-54-04-1233-g01){#f2-ijo-54-04-1233}

![Leader cells of SACC are molecularly defined by the expression of CTSB in 3D spheroid culture. (A) The SACC cells cultured in 96-well ultra-low attachment plates and soft agar-coated 96-well plates formed regular and densely compacted multicellular spheroids. The SACC-83 cells were cultured with (a-1) the hanging drop technique, or in (a-2) 96-well ultra-low attachment plates and (a-3) soft agar-coated 96-well plates for 48 h. (B) The morphology and structure of the tumor spheroids embedded in collagen I for 48 h, as observed under light microscopy. The tumor cells collectively invaded from the tumor organoid and leader cells were observed at the front of these invasive strands of SACC. The leader cells exhibited an elongated phenotype and extended subcel- lular protrusions. The red arrow indicates leader cells. (C) The morphology of the SACC-83 leader cells, as observed under a scanning electron microscope. The leader cells exhibited an elongated morphology with extending protrusions, whereas the follower cells lacked protrusions. The red arrow indicates leader cells. (D) The 3D spheroids of SACC-83 cells were stained with E-cadherin and CTSB by immunofluorescent staining. The leader SACC-83 cells retained the expression of E-cadherin (left panel) and were defined by the expression of CTSB (right panel), whereas the follower cells negatively expressed CTSB. cad, cadherin; SACC, salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma; CTSB, cathepsin B.](IJO-54-04-1233-g02){#f3-ijo-54-04-1233}

![CTSB is required for leader cell formation in SACC collective cell invasion. (A) *In vitro* wound healing assay. SACC-83 cells transfected with siCTSB or control siRNA were seeded and after 24 h, cell migration was measured. The quantitative data demonstrated that the knockdown of CTSB inhibited the migratory ability of the SACC-83 cells. Data are presented as the means ± standard deviation (n=3). ^\*\*^P\<0.001. (B) Transwell assay. Control SACC-83 cells and siCTSB-transfected SACC-83 cells were suspended in medium and seeded in Transwell chambers. After 24, 48 and 73 h, the number of cells that had invaded the lower surface of the filters was counted. The quantitative data revealed that the knockdown of CTSB inhibited the invasion ability of the SACC-83 cells. Data are presented as the means ± standard deviation (n=3). ^\*\*^P\<0.001. (C) Schema of the mixed spheroid invasion assay of the SACC-83 cells. Lentivirus infection was performed to label separate pools of SACC-83 cells with mCherry or GFP. Mixed spheroid culture was performed by co-culturing control GFP-expressing cells with siCTSB-transfected mCherry-expressing cells, or by co-culturing control mCherry-expressing cells with siCTSB-transfected GFP-expressing cells. The leader cells were identified using a fluorescent microscope. (D) Confocal laser microscopy of the mixed spheroid invasion assay. The control GFP- and mCherry-expressing cells were observed at the leading tip of the invasive strands more frequently than the siCTSB GFP- or mCherry-expressing cells. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. ^\*\*^P\<0.001, using Student's t-tests. CTSB, cathepsin B; SACC, salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma.](IJO-54-04-1233-g03){#f4-ijo-54-04-1233}

![Knockdown of CTSB inhibits ECM remodeling. (A) The expression levels of MMP-9, RhoA, ROCK1, ROCK2 and FAK mRNA in SACC-83 cells transfected with siCTSB or a blank control. The knockdown of CTSB inhibited the mRNA levels of the ECM remodeling-related genes. Data are presented as the means ± standard deviation. ^\*^P\<0.05, ^\*\*^P\<0.001. (B) Western blot analysis of CTSB, MMP-9 and FAK protein in SACC-83 cells transfected with siCTSB or a blank control. The knockdown of CTSB inhibited the levels of ECM remodeling-related proteins. (C) An ECM contraction assay of force-mediated ECM remodeling. The percentage of contraction area per well revealed that contraction was inhibited in response to knockdown of CTSB. Data are presented as the means ± standard deviation. ^\*\*^P\<0.001. (D) CBST knockdown in SACC-83 cells cultured on glass coverslips reduced cytoskeletal F-actin staining. (E) The morphologic alteration of SACC-83 cells after CBST knockdown. siCTSB-treated SACC-83 cells exhibited epithelial cell morphology and a reduced number of subcellular protrusions compared to the control group. CTSB, cathepsin B; ECM, extracellular matrix; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; FAK, focal adhesion kinase; SACC, salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma.](IJO-54-04-1233-g04){#f5-ijo-54-04-1233}

###### 

Association between CTSB expression and the clinicopathological characteristics of patients with SACC.

  Parameter             n    CTSB expression   P-value       
  --------------------- ---- ----------------- ------------- -----------------------------------------------------
  Sex                                                        0.484
   Male                 31   17 (54.84%)       14 (45.16%)   
   Female               45   20 (44.4%)        25 (55.56%)   
  Age (years)                                                0.815
   \<60                 28   13 (46.43%)       15 (53.57%)   
   ≥60                  48   24 (50.00%)       24 (50.00%)   
  Tumor location                                             0.262
   Major salivary       36   15 (41.67%)       21 (58.33%)   
   Minor salivary       40   22 (55.00%)       18 (45.00%)   
  Pathological type                                          0.034[a](#tfn1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="table-fn"}
   Cribriform/tubular   57   32 (56.14%)       25 (43.86%)   
   Solid                19   5 (26.32%)        14 (73.68%)   
  TNM stage                                                  0.043[a](#tfn1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="table-fn"}
   I-II                 22   15 (68.18%)       7 (31.82%)    
   III-IV               54   22 (40.74%)       32 (59.26%)   
  Perineural invasion                                        0.022[a](#tfn1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="table-fn"}
   Yes                  24   10 (41.67%)       14 (58.33%)   
   No                   52   37 (71.15%)       15 (28.85%)   
  Recurrence                                                 0.008[a](#tfn1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="table-fn"}
   Yes                  19   4 (21.05%)        15 (78.95%)   
   No                   57   33 (57.89%)       24 (42.11%)   
  Distant metastasis                                         0.022[a](#tfn1-ijo-54-04-1233){ref-type="table-fn"}
   Yes                  17   5 (29.41%)        12 (70.59%)   
   No                   49   32 (65.31%)       17 (34.69%)   

Indicates statistical significance (P\<0.05). SACC, salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma.
